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ABSTRACT
BilVideo-7: VIDEO PARSING, INDEXING AND
RETRIEVAL
Muhammet Bas¸tan
Ph.D. in Computer Engineering
Supervisors: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ug˘ur Güdükbay and Prof. Dr. Özgür Ulusoy
July, 2010
Video indexing and retrieval aims to provide fast, natural and intuitive access to
large video collections. This is getting more and more important as the amount of
video data increases at a stunning rate. This thesis introduces the BilVideo-7 system
to address the issues related to video parsing, indexing and retrieval.
BilVideo-7 is a distributed and MPEG-7 compatible video indexing and retrieval
system that supports complex multimodal queries in a unified framework. The video
data model is based on an MPEG-7 profile which is designed to represent the videos
by decomposing them into Shots, Keyframes, Still Regions and Moving Regions. The
MPEG-7 compatible XML representations of videos according to this profile are ob-
tained by the MPEG-7 compatible video feature extraction and annotation tool of
BilVideo-7, and stored in a native XML database. Users can formulate text, color,
texture, shape, location, motion and spatio-temporal queries on an intuitive, easy-to-
use visual query interface, whose composite query interface can be used to formulate
very complex queries containing any type and number of video segments with their
descriptors and specifying the spatio-temporal relations between them. The multi-
threaded query processing server parses incoming queries into subqueries and executes
each subquery in a separate thread. Then, it fuses subquery results in a bottom-up man-
ner to obtain the final query result and sends the result to the originating client. The
whole system is unique in that it provides very powerful querying capabilities with a
wide range of descriptors and multimodal query processing in an MPEG-7 compatible
interoperable environment.
Keywords: MPEG-7, video processing, video indexing, video retrieval, multimodal
query processing.
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ÖZET
BilVideo-7: V˙IDEO ÇÖZÜMLEME, ˙INDEKSLEME VE
ER˙IS¸˙IM˙I
Muhammet Bas¸tan
Bilgisayar Mühendislig˘i, Doktora
Tez Yöneticileri: Doç. Dr. Ug˘ur Güdükbay ve Prof. Dr. Özgür Ulusoy
Temmuz, 2010
Video indeksleme ve eris¸imi sistemleri büyük çaptaki video verilerine hızlı, dog˘al
ve kolay bir s¸ekilde ulas¸ılabilmesini amaçlar. Son zamanlarda video ars¸ivlerinin çok
hızlı büyümesiyle bu sistemlerin önemi daha da artmıs¸tır. Bu tez, video çözümleme,
indeksleme ve eris¸imi konularında yeni yöntemler öneren BilVideo-7 sistemini sun-
maktadır.
BilVideo-7, karmas¸ık çok kipli video sorgularını aynı anda destekleyen, dag˘ıtık
mimariye sahip MPEG-7 uyumlu bir video indeksleme ve eris¸imi sistemidir. Video
veri modeli bir MPEG-7 profili üzerine bina edilmis¸ olup, videolar bu profile uygun
olarak çekimlere, anahtar karelere, durag˘an ve hareketli bölgelere ayrılmaktadır. Vide-
oların bu veri modeline uygun XML gösterimleri, BilVideo-7’nin MPEG-7 uyumlu
video öznitelik çıkarma ve etiketleme yazılımı yardımıyla elde edilip XML verita-
banında saklanmaktadır. Kullanıcılar, görsel sorgulama arayüzünü kullanarak metin,
renk, doku, biçim, konum, hareket ve uzamsal-zamansal sorguları kolay bir s¸ekilde
yapabilmektedir. Kompozit sorgu arayüzü ise, kullanıcıların, istenilen sayıda video
parçasını ve betimleyicisini bir araya getirip aralarındaki uzamsal-zamansal ilis¸ki-
leri belirleyerek, oldukça karmas¸ık, çok kipli sorguları kolayca formüle edebilmesini
sag˘lamaktadır. Sorgular, çok izlekli bir sorgu is¸leme sunucusu tarafından is¸lenmekte;
istemcilerden gelen sorgular önce alt sorgulara ayrılmakta ve herbir sorgu, kendi sorgu
tipine ait biz izlek tarafından is¸lenmektedir. Daha sonra, alt sorgu sonuçları birles¸tir-
ilerek nihai sorgu sonucu elde edilip istemciye geri gönderilmektedir. Sistemin bir
bütün olarak özgünlüg˘ü, MPEG-7 uyumlu bir ortamda, detaylı bir video veri modeli,
çok sayıda betimleyici ve çok kipli sorgu is¸leme özellig˘i ile güçlü bir video indeksleme
ve sorgulama sistemi olmasıdır.
Anahtar sözcükler: MPEG-7, video is¸leme, video indeksleme, video sorgulama, çok
kipli sorgu is¸leme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
YouTube1 is currently the world’s largest online video sharing site. Today, 24 hours of
video are being uploaded to YouTube every minute [1], with over 2 billion views a day.
In 2008, it was estimated that there were over 45,000,000 videos on YouTube, with a
rate of increase of 7 hours of video per minute [2]. Other online video repositories, on-
demand Internet TV, news agencies, etc. all add to the astounding amount and growth
of video data, which needs to be indexed, and when requested, presented to the users
that may be using various client software residing on various platforms. This is where
multimedia database management systems are brought into play.
Early prototype multimedia database management systems used the query-by-
example (QBE) paradigm to respond to user queries [3, 4, 5]. Users needed to formu-
late their queries by providing examples or sketches. The Query-by-keyword (QBK)
paradigm, on the other hand, has emerged due to the desire to search multimedia con-
tent in terms of semantic concepts using keywords or sentences rather than low-level
multimedia descriptors. This is because it is much easier to formulate some queries by
keywords, which is also the way text retrieval systems work. However, some queries
are still easier to formulate by examples or sketches (e.g., the trajectory of a moving
1http://www.youtube.com
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object). Moreover, there is the so-called “semantic gap” problem, the disparity be-
tween low-level representation and high-level semantics, which makes it very difficult
to build multimedia systems capable of supporting keyword-based semantic queries
effectively with an acceptable number of semantic concepts. The consequence is the
need to support both query paradigms in an integrated way so that users can formulate
queries containing both high-level semantic and low-level descriptors.
Another important issue to be considered in today’s multimedia systems is inter-
operability: the ability of diverse systems and organizations to work together (inter-
operate)2. This is especially crucial for distributed architectures if the system is to
be used by multiple heterogeneous clients. Therefore, MPEG-7 [6] standard as the
multimedia content description interface can be employed to address this issue.
The design of a multimedia indexing and retrieval system is directly affected by the
type of queries to be supported. Specifically for a video indexing and retrieval system,
types of descriptors and the granularity of the representation determine the system’s
performance in terms of speed and effective retrieval. Below, we give some example
video query types that might be attractive for most users, but which also are not all
together supported by the existing systems in an interoperable framework.
• Content-based queries by examples. The user may specify an image, an image
region or a video segment and the system returns video segments similar to the
input query.
• Text-based semantic queries. Queries may be specified by a set of keywords
corresponding to high-level semantic concepts and relations between them.
• Spatio-temporal queries. Queries related to spatial and temporal locations of
objects and video segments within the video.
• Composite queries. These queries may contain any combination of other simple
queries. The user composes the query (hence the name ‘composite’ query) by
putting together image/video segments and specifying their properties, and then
asks the system to retrieve similar ones from the database. This type of queries
is especially desirable to formulate very complex queries easily.
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interoperability
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Especially noteworthy is the composite query type, since it encompasses the other
query types and enables the formulation of very complex video queries that would
otherwise be very difficult, if not impossible, to formulate. However, the video data
model, query processing and query interface should be so designed that such queries
can be supported.
This dissertation introduces the BilVideo-7 [7, 8, 9] video parsing, indexing and
retrieval system to address the above-mentioned issues within the domain of video
data.
1.2 Introducing BilVideo-7
BilVideo-7 is a comprehensive, MPEG-7 compatible and distributed video database
system to support multimodal queries in a unified video indexing and retrieval frame-
work. The video data model of BilVideo-7 is designed in a way to enable detailed
queries on videos. The visual query interface of BilVideo-7 is an easy-to-use and pow-
erful query interface to formulate complex multimodal queries easily, with support
for a comprehensive set of MPEG-7 descriptors. Queries are processed on the multi-
threaded query processing server with a multimodal query processing and subquery
result fusion architecture, which is also suitable for parallelization. The MPEG-7 com-
patible video representations according to the adopted data model is obtained using the
MPEG-7 compatible video feature extraction and annotation tool of BilVideo-7.
We next highlight the prominent features of BilVideo-7, which render it unique
as a complete video parsing, indexing and retrieval system and also emphasize the
contributions of this thesis.
• Composite queries. This is one of the distinctive features of BilVideo-7. Users
can compose very complex queries by describing the scenes or video segments
they want to retrieve by assembling video segments, images, image regions and
sketches, and then specifying their properties by high-level or low-level MPEG-7
descriptors. Figures 5.2 and 7.4 show examples of such queries.
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• Video data model. In contrast to simple keyframe-based video representation
that is prevalent in the literature, BilVideo-7 uses a more detailed video repre-
sentation to enable more advanced queries (e.g., composite queries).
• Multi-modal query processing. The query processing with a bottom-up subquery
result fusion architecture (Chapter 5) enables a seamless support for multimodal
queries. Moreover, it is easy to add new modalities, which is important for the
extendibility of the system.
• MPEG-7 compatibility. The data model of BilVideo-7 is based on an MPEG-7
profile. Videos are decomposed into Shots, Keyframes, Still Regions and Mov-
ing Regions, which are represented with a wide range of high- and low-level
MPEG-7 descriptors. This in turn provides manifold query options for the users.
MPEG-7 compatibility is crucial for the interoperability of systems and is get-
ting more and more important as the use of different types of platforms gets more
widespread.
• Distributed architecture. BilVideo-7 has a distributed, client-server architecture
(Figure 4.1). This distributed architecture allows all the online components, i.e.,
client (visual query interface), query processing server and XML database, to
reside on different machines; this is important for the construction of realistic,
large-size systems.
• Multi-threaded query execution. The query processing server parses the in-
coming queries into subqueries and executes each type of subquery in a sepa-
rate thread (Section 5.2, Figure 5.3). Multi-modal query processing and multi-
threaded query execution are closely related and this architecture is also very
suitable for parallelization for the construction of a realistic system.
• MPEG-7 compatible feature extraction and annotation. BilVideo-7 has an
MPEG-7 compatible video parsing, feature extraction and annotation tool, Bil-
MAT (Chapter 6), to obtain the MPEG-7 compatible XML representations of the
videos according to the the detailed data model. This is expected to fill a gap in
the literature.
• Visual query interface. BilVideo-7 clients’ visual query interface provides an
intuitive, easy-to-use query interface (Figure 4.2) with manifold querying and
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browsing capabilities: video table of contents (VideoTOC), XQuery; textual,
color, texture, shape, motion, spatial, temporal and composite queries.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the related work
on video database systems and MPEG-7. Chapter 3 describes the video data model
of BilVideo-7. Chapter 4 presents the distributed, client-server architecture and main
software components of the system. Chapter 5 focuses on the query processing on the
server side. Chapter 6 elaborates on video parsing, feature extraction and annotation to
obtain the MPEG-7 representations of the videos. Chapter 7 demonstrates the capabil-
ities of BilVideo-7 with sample queries. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation
with possible future directions.
Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Image and Video Retrieval Systems
In this section, we review some of the prominent image/video indexing and retrieval
systems; the MPEG-7 compatible systems are discussed in Section 2.3.
QBIC (Query by Image Content) system [10, 3] was developed by IBM to explore
content-based image and video retrieval methods. QBIC was designed to allow queries
on large image and video databases based on example images, sketches, selected col-
or/texture patterns, and camera and object motion. Videos are represented by shots,
representative frames (r-frames) and moving objects.
PicToSeek [11] is a web-based image database system for exploring the visual
information on the web. The images are automatically collected from the web and
indexed based on invariant color and shape features, which are later used for object-
based retrieval.
SIMPLIcity (Semantics-sensitive Integrated Matching for Picture LIbraries) [12,
13] is an image retrieval system, which uses semantic classification methods and in-
tegrated region matching based on image segmentation. Images are represented by a
6
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set of regions, corresponding to objects, with color, texture, shape, and location fea-
tures. and classified into semantic categories, such as textured-nontextured and graph-
photograph. The similarity between images is computed using a region-matching
scheme that integrates properties of all the regions in the image.
Photobook [14] is a system to enable interactive browsing and searching of images
and image sequences. It relies on image content rather than text annotations and uses
an image compression technique to reduce images to a small set of coefficients. Vi-
sualSEEk [5] is an image database system that supports color and spatial queries on
images with a sketch-based query interface.
STARS [15] is an object oriented multimedia (image, video) database system to
support a combination of text- and content-based retrieval techniques with special fo-
cus on spatial queries. VideoQ [4] is a content-based video search system that supports
sketch-based queries formulated on a visual query interface running on a web browser.
The data model is based on video objects which are represented and queried by low-
level color, texture, shape and motion (trajectory) features.
BilVideo [16, 17] is a prototype video database management system that sup-
ports spatio-temporal queries that contain any combination of spatial, temporal, object-
appearance and trajectory queries by a rule-based system built on a knowledge-base.
The knowledge-base contains a fact-base and a comprehensive set of rules imple-
mented in Prolog. The rules in the knowledge-base significantly reduce the number
of facts that need to be stored for spatio-temporal querying of video data. BilVideo
has an SQL-like textual query language, as well as a visual query interface for spatio-
temporal queries. The query interface is later improved to enable natural language
queries [18].
The system described in [19] proposes a fuzzy conceptual data model to represent
the semantic content of video data. It utilizes the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
to represent uncertain information along with video specific properties. It also presents
an intelligent fuzzy object-oriented database framework, which provides modeling of
complex and rich semantic content and knowledge of video data including uncertainty,
for video database applications. The fuzzy conceptual data model is used in this frame-
work and it supports various types of flexible queries related to video data such as
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(fuzzy) semantic, temporal, and (fuzzy) spatial queries.
The aim of Video Google [20, 21, 22] is to retrieve the shots and keyframes of a
video containing a user-specified object/region, similar to web search engines, such as
Google, that retrieve text documents containing particular words.
VITALAS [23] is a video indexing and retrieval system that allows users to per-
form text-based keyword/concept queries, low-level visual similarity queries and com-
bination of high-level and low-level queries. MediaMill [24] is one of the successfull
video retrieval systems supporting high-level queries by automatically obtained seman-
tic concept descriptions, speech transcript based queries and low-level visual similarity
queries. The system has effective visualization and browsing interfaces for interactive
video retrieval.
There are several survey articles reviewing multimedia information retrieval sys-
tems. Early content-based image retrieval systems are described by Smeulders et
al. [25] and Veltkamp et al. [26]. More recent image and video retrieval systems
are reviewed in [27, 28, 29, 30].
2.2 MPEG-7 Standard
MPEG-7 [6] is an ISO/IEC standard developed by MPEG (Moving Picture Experts
Group), the committee that also developed the standards MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and
MPEG-4. Different from the previous MPEG standards, MPEG-7 is designed to de-
scribe the content of multimedia. It is formally called “Multimedia Content Descrip-
tion Interface.”
MPEG-7 offers a comprehensive set of audiovisual description tools in the form
of Descriptors (D) and Description Schemes (DS) that describe the multimedia data,
forming a common basis for applications. Descriptors describe features, attributes
or groups of attributes of multimedia content. Description Schemes describe entities
or relationships pertaining to multimedia content. They specify the structure and se-
mantics of their components, which may be Description Schemes, Descriptors or data
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types. The Description Definition Language (DDL) is based on W3C XML with some
MPEG-7 specific extensions, such as vectors and matrices. Therefore, MPEG-7 docu-
ments are XML documents that conform to particular MPEG-7 schemas [31] in XML
Schema Document (XSD) [32] format for describing multimedia content.
The eXperimentation Model (XM) software [33] is the framework for all the ref-
erence code of the MPEG-7 standard. It implements the normative components of
MPEG-7. MPEG-7 standardizes multimedia content description but it does not spec-
ify how the description is produced. It is up to the developers of MPEG-7 compatible
applications how the descriptors are extracted from the multimedia, provided that the
output conforms to the standard. MPEG-7 Visual Description Tools consist of basic
structures and Descriptors that cover the following basic visual features for multimedia
content: color, texture, shape, motion, and localization [6, 34].
2.2.1 Color Descriptors
Color Structure Descriptor (CSD) represents an image by both color distribution and
spatial structure of color. Scalable Color Descriptor (SCD) is a Haar transform based
encoding of a color histogram in HSV color space. Dominant Color Descriptor (DCD)
specifies up to eight representative (dominant) colors in an image or image region.
Color Layout Descriptor (CLD) is a compact and resolution-invariant color descriptor
that efficiently represents spatial distribution of colors. Group-of-Frame or Group-of-
Picture Descriptor (GoF/GoP) is used for the color-based features of multiple images
or multiple frames in a video segment. It is an alternative to single keyframe based
representation of video segments. The descriptor is obtained by aggregating the his-
tograms of multiple images or frames and representing the final histogram with Scal-
able Color Descriptor. Face Recognition Descriptor (FRD) is a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) based descriptor that represents the projection of a face onto a set of
48 basis vectors that span the space of all possible face vectors.
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2.2.2 Texture Descriptors
Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) specifies the spatial distribution of edges in an im-
age. Homogeneous Texture Descriptor (HTD) characterizes the texture of a region
using mean energy and energy deviation from a set of frequency channels, which are
modeled with Gabor functions. Texture Browsing Descriptor (TBD) characterizes tex-
tures perceptually in terms of regularity, coarseness and directionality.
2.2.3 Shape Descriptors
Contour Shape Descriptor (CShD) describes the closed contour of a 2-D region based
on a Curvature Scale Space (CSS) representation of the contour. Region Shape De-
scriptor (RSD) is based on the Angular Radial Transform (ART) to describe shapes
of regions composed of connected single or multiple regions, or regions with holes. It
considers all pixels constituting the shape, including both boundary and interior pixels.
2.2.4 Motion Descriptors
Motion Activity (MAc) captures the notion of ‘intensity of action’ or ‘pace of action’
in a video sequence. Camera Motion describes all camera operations like translation,
rotation, focal length change. Motion Trajectory (MTr) is the spatio-temporal local-
ization of one of the representative points (e.g., center of mass) of a moving region.
Parametric Motion characterizes the motion of an arbitrarily shaped region over time
by one of the classical parametric motion models (translation, rotation, scaling, affine,
perspective, quadratic) [35].
2.2.5 Localization Descriptors
Region Locator specifies locations of regions within images using a box or polygon.
Spatio-temporal Locator specifies locations of video segments within a video sequence
spatio-temporally.
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2.2.6 Semantic Descriptors
In MPEG-7, the semantic content of multimedia (e.g., objects, events, concepts) can be
described by text annotation (free text, keyword, structured) and/or semantic entity and
semantic relation tools. Free text annotations describe the content using unstructured
natural language text (e.g., Barack Obama visits Turkey in April). Such annotations are
easy for humans to understand but difficult for computers to process. Keyword anno-
tations use a set of keywords (e.g., Barack Obama, visit, Turkey, April) and are easier
to process by computers. Structured annotations strike a balance between simplicity
(in terms of processing) and expressiveness. They consist of elements each answering
one of the following questions: who, what object, what action, where, when, why and
how (e.g., who: Barack Obama, what action: visit, where: Turkey, when: April).
More detailed descriptions about semantic entities such as objects, events, con-
cepts, places and times can be stored using semantic entity tools. The semantic rela-
tion tools describe the semantic relations between semantic entities using the normative
semantic relations standardized by MPEG-7 (e.g., agent, agentOf, patient, patientOf,
result, resultOf, similar, opposite, user, userOf, location, locationOf, time, timeOf) or
by non-normative relations [6].
The semantic tools of MPEG-7 provide methods to create very brief or very ex-
tensive semantic descriptions of multimedia content. Some of the descriptions can
be obtained automatically while most of them require manual labeling. Speech tran-
script text obtained from automatic speech recognition (ASR) tools can be used as
free text annotations to describe video segments. Keyword and structured annotations
can be obtained automatically to some extent using state-of-the-art auto-annotation
techniques. Description of semantic entities and relations between them cannot be ob-
tained automatically with the current-state-of-the-art, therefore, considerable amount
of manual work is needed for this kind of semantic annotation.
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2.2.7 MPEG Query Format
In 2007, MPEG-7 adopted a query format, MPEG Query Format (MPQF) [36], to
provide a standard interface between clients and MPEG-7 databases for multimedia
content retrieval systems. The query format is based on XML and consists of three
main parts: (1) Input query format defines the syntax of query messages sent by a
client to the server and supports different types of queries: query by free text, query
by description, query by XQuery, spatial query, temporal query, etc. (2) Output query
format specifies the structure of the result set to be returned. (3) Query management
tools are used to search and choose the desired services for retrieval.
2.3 MPEG-7 Compatible Systems
The comprehensiveness and flexibility of MPEG-7 allow its usage in a broad range of
applications, but also increase its complexity and adversely affect interoperability. To
overcome this problem, profiling has been proposed. An MPEG-7 profile is a subset of
tools defined in MPEG-7, providing a particular set of functionalities for one or more
classes of applications. In [37], an MPEG-7 profile is proposed for detailed description
of audiovisual content that can be used in a broad range of applications.
An MPEG-7 compatible Database System extension to Oracle DBMS is proposed
in MPEG-7 MMDB [38]. The resulting system is demonstrated by audio and image
retrieval applications. In [39], algorithms for the automatic generation of three MPEG-
7 DSs are proposed: (1) Video Table of Contents DS, for active video browsing, (2)
Summary DS, to enable the direct use of meta data annotation of the producer, and (3)
Still Image DS, to allow interactive content-based image retrieval. In [40], an MPEG-7
compatible description of video sequences for scalable transmission and reconstruction
is presented. In [41], a method for automatically extracting motion trajectories from
video sequences and generation of MPEG-7 compatible XML descriptions is presented
within the context of sports videos.
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Tseng et al. [42] address the issues associated with designing a video personaliza-
tion and summarization system in heterogeneous usage environments utilizing MPEG-
7 and MPEG-21. The system has a three-tier architecture of server, middleware and
client. The server maintains the content as MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 metadata descrip-
tions. The client communicates with the server to send user queries, retrieve and dis-
play the personalized contents. The middleware selects, adapts and delivers the sum-
marized media to the user.
An MPEG-7 compatible, web-based video database management system is pre-
sented in [43]. The system supports semantic description of video content (ob-
jects, agent objects, activities and events) and faclitates content-based spatio-temporal
queries on video data. In [44], an XML-based content-based image retrieval system is
presented. It combines three visual MPEG-7 descriptors: DCD, CLD and EHD. The
system supports high dimensional indexing using an index structure called M-Tree and
uses an Ordered Weighted Aggregation (OWA) approach to combine the distances of
the three descriptors.
IBM’s VideoAnnEx Annotation Tool [45] enables users to annotate video sequences
with MPEG-7 metadata. Each shot is represented by a single keyframe and can be
annotated with static scene descriptions, key object descriptions, event descriptions
and other custom lexicon sets that may be provided by the user. The tool is limited to
concept annotation and cannot extract low-level MPEG-7 descriptors from the video.
The M-OntoMat-Annotizer [46] software tool aims at linking low-level MPEG-
7 visual descriptions to conventional Semantic Web ontologies and annotations.
The visual descriptors are expressed in Resource Description Framework (RDF).
The IFINDER system [47] is developed to produce limited MPEG-7 representation
from audio and video by speech processing, keyframe extraction and face detection.
COSMOS-7 system [48] defines its own video content model and converts the repre-
sentation to MPEG-7 for MPEG-7 conformance. It models content semantics (object
names, events, etc.), spatial and temporal relations between objects using what is called
m-frames (multimedia frames).
ERIC7 [49] is a software test-bed that implements Content-Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) using image-based MPEG-7 color, texture and shape descriptors. Caliph &
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Emir [50] are MPEG-7 based Java prototypes for digital photo and image annotation
and retrieval, supporting graph-like annotations for semantic meta data and content-
based image retrieval using MPEG-7 descriptors (CLD, DCD, SCD, EHD).
2.4 Evaluation of Existing Systems
The MPEG-7 compatible systems described above have two major problems. (1) Most
of them use a coarse image or video representation, extracting low-level descriptors
from whole images or video frames and annotating them, but ignoring region-level de-
scriptors. This coarse representation in turn limits the range of queries. (2) The user
cannot perform complex multimodal queries by combining several video segments and
descriptors in different modalities. BilVideo-7 addresses these two major problems by
adopting an MPEG-7 profile with a more detailed video representation (Section 3.2)
and using a multimodal query processing and bottom-up subquery result fusion archi-
tecture to support complex multimodal queries (e.g., composite queries – see Chapter 7
for examples) with a comprehensive set of MPEG-7 descriptors.
Chapter 3
Video Data Model
3.1 Introduction
A video is a sequence of frames which are structured to represent scenes in motion.
Figure 3.1 broadly depicts the structural and semantic building blocks of a video. A
shot is a sequence of frames captured by a single camera in a single continuous action.
Shot boundaries are the transitions between shots. They can be abrupt (cut) or gradual
(fade, dissolve, wipe, morph). A scene is a logical grouping of shots into a semantic
unit. This structure is important in designing the video data model.
Figure 3.1: Building blocks of a video.
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The first step in constructing a multimedia indexing and retrieval system is to de-
cide what kind of queries will be supported and then design the data model accordingly.
This is crucial since the data model directly affects the system’s performance in terms
of querying power. For instance, considering a video indexing and retrieval system, if
the videos are represented by only shot-level descriptors, we cannot perform frame or
region based queries. Similarly, if video representation does not include object-level
details, we cannot perform queries including objects and spatio-temporal relations be-
tween them. There is a trade-off between the accuracy of representation and the speed
of access: more detailed representation will enable more detailed queries but will also
result in longer response time during retrieval.
3.2 Video Decomposition and Representation
As a video indexing and retrieval system, BilVideo-7 takes into consideration the above
mentioned factors for the design of its video data model. That is, the data model should
have enough detail to support all types of queries the system is designed for and it
should also enable quick response time during retrieval. Hence, the data model should
strike a balance between level of detail in representation and retrieval speed.
As an MPEG-7 compatible video indexing and retrieval system, the data model
of BilVideo-7 is represented by the MPEG-7 profile depicted in Figure 3.2. First,
audio and visual data are separated (Media Source Decomposition [6]). Then, visual
content is hierarchically decomposed into smaller structural and semantic units: Shots,
Keysegments/Keyframes, Still Regions and Moving Regions. An example of video
decomposition according to this profile is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: MPEG-7 profile used to model the video data.
3.3 Temporal Decomposition
Video is temporally decomposed into non-overlapping video segments called Shots,
each having a temporal location (start time, duration), annotation to describe the ob-
jects and/or events with free text, keyword and structured annotations, and visual de-
scriptors (e.g., motion, GoF/GoP).
The background content of the Shots does not change much, especially if the cam-
era is not moving. This static content can be represented by a single Keyframe or a few
Keyframes. Therefore, each Shot is temporally decomposed into smaller, more ho-
mogeneous video segments (Keysegments) which are represented by Keyframes. Each
Keyframe is described by a temporal location, annotations and a set of visual descrip-
tors. The visual descriptors are extracted from the frame as a whole.
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3.4 Spatio-temporal Decomposition
Each Keyframe in a Shot is decomposed into a set of Still Regions (Spatio-temporal
Decomposition) to keep more detailed region-based information in the form of spatial
location by the MBRs of the region, annotation and region-based visual descriptors.
These Still Regions are assumed to be valid for the duration of the Keysegment that is
represented by this Keyframe.
Each Shot is decomposed into a set of Moving Regions to represent the dynamic
and more important content of the Shots corresponding to the salient objects. This is
to store more information about salient objects and keep track of the changes in their
position and appearance throughout the Shot so that more detailed queries regarding
them can be performed. We represent all salient objects with Moving Regions even
if they are not moving. Faces are also represented by Moving Regions, having an
additional visual descriptor: Face Recognition Descriptor.
To keep track of the changes in position, shape, motion and visual appearance of
the salient objects, we sample and store descriptor values at time points when there is a
predefined amount of change in the descriptor values. The trajectory of a salient object
is represented by the Motion Trajectory descriptor. The MBRs and visual descriptors
of the object throughout the Shot are stored by temporally decomposing the object into
Still Regions.
Notation: From here on, we refer to Shots, Keyframes, Still Regions and Moving
Regions, as video segments. Throughout the text, we capitalize these terms to comply
with the MPEG-7 terminology.
3.5 Summary and Discussion
To summarize the video data model of BilVideo-7, each video consists of a set of
Shots. Each Shot consists of a set of Keysegments and Moving Regions. Keysegments
are represented by Keyframes which are composed of a set of Still Regions. Keyframes
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and Still Regions are used to represent mainly the static background content of Shots,
while Moving Regions act as the salient objects in the scene.
The summarized data model is a generic data model expressed in MPEG-7 for a
general purpose video indexing and retrieval system, e.g., a system for TV news videos.
The representation is coarse at shot level, and it gets finer and finer for Keyframes, Still
Regions and Moving Regions. The detail level can be easily adjusted to better suit to
different application domains. For example, if shot and keyframe level queries are
enough for a particular application domain, then the region-level description (Still and
Moving Regions) can be omitted during the creation of MPEG-7 compatible XML
representations of videos. On the other hand, if the foreground salient objects and
faces are of primary interest, as in a surveillance system for security purposes, the
Moving Regions may be represented with greater detail, while the shot and keyframe
level descriptions may be kept at a minimum or even entirely omitted. The omission
is not necessary, but should be preferred to save online/offline processing time and
storage.
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Figure 3.3: MPEG-7 decomposition of a video according to the MPEG-7 profile used
in BilVideo-7. Low-level color, texture and shape descriptors of the Still and Moving
Regions are extracted from the selected arbitrarily shaped regions, but the locations of
the regions are represented by their Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBR).
Chapter 4
System Architecture
4.1 Overview
BilVideo-7 has a distributed, client-server architecture as shown in Figure 4.1. Videos
are processed offline and their MPEG-7 compatible XML representations are stored in
an XML database. Users formulate their queries on BilVideo-7 clients’ visual query in-
terface (Section 4.4), which communicate with the BilVideo-7 query processing server
over TCP/IP, using an XML-based query language (Section 4.5). The query process-
ing server communicates with the XML database to retrieve the required data, executes
queries and sends the query results back to the client.
This distributed architecture allows all the online components, i.e., client, query
processing server and XML database, to reside on different machines; this is important
for the construction of realistic, large-size systems. Furthermore, the query processing
server and XML database can have a distributed architecture to allow for faster query
processing and hence shorter query response times.
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Figure 4.1: Distributed, client-server architecture of BilVideo-7.
4.2 Feature Extraction and Annotation
Videos should first undergo an offline processing stage to obtain their MPEG-7 com-
patible XML representations. This processing is to decompose a video into its struc-
tural and semantic building blocks (Shots, Keysegments/Keyframes, Still Regions and
Moving Regions), extract the low-level MPEG-7 descriptors and annotate them with
high-level semantic concepts, according to the adopted video data model. Chapter 6
focuses on video parsing, feature extraction and annotation for the MPEG-7 compati-
ble representations of videos.
4.3 XML Database
MPEG-7 compatible representations of videos are obtained as XML files conforming
to the MPEG-7 schema [31]. Conceptually, there are two different ways to store XML
documents in a database. The first way is to map the data model of the XML document
to a database model and convert XML data according to this mapping. The second
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way is to map the XML model into a fixed set of persistent structures (a set of tables
for elements, attributes, text, etc.) designed to hold any XML document. Databases
that support the former method are called XML-enabled databases, whereas databases
that support the latter are called native XML databases (NXD) [51]. XML-enabled
databases map instances of the XML data model to instances of their own data model
(relational, hierarchical, etc). Native XML databases use the XML data model di-
rectly [52]. As a result, it is more convenient and natural to use a native XML database
to store the MPEG-7 descriptions. Therefore, BilVideo-7 uses a native XML database,
Tamino [53], along with the standard W3C XQuery [54] to execute its queries in the
database.
4.4 Visual Query Interface
Users formulate queries on BilVideo-7 clients’ visual query interface, which provides
an intuitive, easy-to-use query formulation interface (Figure 4.2). The graphical user
interface consists of several tabs, each for a different type of query: textual query,
color-texture-shape query, motion query, spatial query, temporal query, composite
query, XQuery and video table of contents. As shown in Figure 4.2, the query for-
mulation tabs are on the left, the query result list is displayed at the top right, the
query results can be viewed on the media player at the bottom right, and messages are
displayed in the log window at the bottom left.
The user can select the media type, return type (video, video segment, shot, shot
segment) and maximum number of results to be returned, from the toolbar at the top.
The user can provide weights and distance/similarity thresholds for each video seg-
ment, each descriptor (e.g., CSD, HTD) and query type (e.g., color, texture, motion) in
the query to have more control over query processing. Hence, the weights and thresh-
olds can be tuned by the user according to the query results to obtain better results.
Chapter 5 describes the details of how the weights and thresholds are used in query
processing and in fusing the subquery results. The queries are converted into Bil-
VideoQuery format (Section 4.5) in XML and sent to the BilVideo-7 query processing
server.
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Figure 4.2: BilVideo-7 client visual query interface. The queries are formulated on the
query formulation area on the left, result list is shown at the top right, the query results
can be viewed on the media player at the bottom right and messages to the user are
shown at the bottom left.
4.4.1 Video Table of Contents
Video Table of Contents (VideoToC) is a useful facility to let the user browse through
the video collection in the database. The contents of each video is shown in a hier-
archical tree view reflecting the structure of the MPEG-7 representation of the video
in XML format. As shown in Figure 4.3, all the videos in the database are displayed
at the top, along with all the high-level semantic concepts which are used to annotate
the videos. The user can view the contents and list of high-level semantic concepts of
each video at the bottom. The user can browse through the video and see all the Shots,
Keyframes, Still Regions and Moving Regions as well as the semantic concepts they
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are annotated with and their temporal location (Media Time) in the video.
4.4.2 Textual Query Interface
Textual Query Interface enables the user to formulate high-level semantic queries
quickly by entering keywords and specifying the type of video segment (Shot,
Keyframe, Still Region, Moving Region) and annotation (free text, keyword, struc-
tured) to search in (Figure 4.4). The user can also formulate more detailed keyword-
based queries to search in structured annotations.
4.4.3 Color, Texture, Shape Query Interface
Color, Texture, Shape Query Interface is used for querying video segments by MPEG-7
color, texture and shape descriptors. The input media can be a video segment, a whole
image or an image region (Figure 4.5). To be able to execute a query for the input
media, the descriptors need to be extracted from the selected input media. Instead of
uploading the input media to the server and extracting the descriptors there, we extract
the descriptors on the client, form the XML-based query expression containing the
descriptors and send the query to the server. Therefore, the MPEG-7 feature extraction
module (Chapter 6) is integrated into BilVideo-7 clients. The user also specifies the
type of video segments to search in, and also other query options, such as weights and
thresholds for each type of descriptor.
4.4.4 Motion Query Interface
Motion Query Interface is for the formulation of Motion Activity and Motion Trajec-
tory queries. Trajectory points are entered using the mouse (Figure 4.6). The user can
optionally specify keywords for the Moving Region for which the trajectory query will
be performed. Motion Activity queries can be specified by providing intensity of the
motion activity or by a video segment from which the motion activity descriptor will
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be computed. The search can be based on motion intensity and/or spatial/temporal
localization of motion intensity.
4.4.5 Spatial Query Interface
Spatial Query Interface enables the user to formulate spatial queries for Still and Mov-
ing Regions using either keywords and a set of predefined spatial relations (left, right,
above, below, east, west, etc. – Figure 4.7, top) or by sketching the minimum bound-
ing rectangles (MBR) of objects using the mouse (Figure 4.7, bottom), and if desired,
giving labels to them. It is possible to query objects based on location, spatial relations
or both. The sketch-based query interface is more powerful in terms of expressing the
spatial relations between the regions.
4.4.6 Temporal Query Interface
Temporal Query Interface is very similar to spatial query interface; this time, the user
specifies temporal relations between video segments (Shots, Keyframes, Still Regions,
Moving Regions) either by selecting from a predefined temporal relations such as be-
fore, after, during (Figure 4.8, top) or by sketching the temporal positions of the seg-
ments using the mouse (Figure 4.8, bottom).
James F. Allen introduced the Allen’s Interval Algebra for temporal reasoning in
1983 [55]. It defines possible relations between time intervals and provides a com-
position table that can be used as a basis for reasoning about temporal intervals. The
temporal query interface provides the 13 base temporal relations defined by James F.
Allen: before, after, equal, meets, met-by, overlaps, overlapped-by, during, includes,
starts, started-by, finishes, finished-by. The user can select one of these relations from
the pull-down list to formulate his query. The sketch-based query interface is more
powerful in terms of expressing the temporal relations between the video segments.
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4.4.7 Composite Query Interface
Composite Query Interface is the most powerful query interface and enables the user
to formulate very complex queries easily (Figure 4.9). The query is composed by
putting together any number of Shots, Keyframes, Still Regions and Moving Regions
and specifying their properties as text-based semantic annotations, visual descriptors,
location, spatial and temporal relations. Using this interface, the user can describe a
video segment or a scene and ask the system to retrieve similar video segments.
4.4.8 XQuery Interface
XQuery Interface is more suited to experienced users who can formulate their queries
in W3C standard XQuery language to search in the database (Figure 4.10). This pro-
vides a direct access to the XML database, but XQuery provides only access to the
data and cannot handle, for instance, similarity-based low-level descriptor (color, tex-
ture, shape, etc.) queries. Providing XQuery support may be useful in two ways. (1)
It provides a very flexible query interface for text-based queries, or queries related to
the contents of the database. (2) If a client does not use the visual query interface of
BilVideo-7, it can use its own query interface and convert queries to XQuery or XML-
based query language of BilVideo-7. Then, it can post-process and present the query
results to the user on its own graphical user interface.
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Figure 4.3: Video table of contents (VideoToC) interface of a BilVideo-7 client. The
whole video collection and concepts are shown at the top details of each video are
shown at the bottom.
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Figure 4.4: BilVideo-7 client textual query interface.
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Figure 4.5: BilVideo-7 client color, texture, shape query interface.
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Figure 4.6: BilVideo-7 client motion query interface. Motion Trajectory queries are
formulated at the top; Motion Activity queries are formulated at the bottom.
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Figure 4.7: BilVideo-7 client spatial query interface. Spatial relations between two
Still/Moving Regions can be selected from the pull-down list at the top. Sketch-based
queries can be formulated at the bottom.
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Figure 4.8: BilVideo-7 client temporal query interface. Temporal relations between
video segments can be selected from the pull-down list at the top. Sketch-based queries
can be formulated at the bottom.
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Figure 4.9: BilVideo-7 client composite query interface.
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Figure 4.10: BilVideo-7 client XQuery interface.
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4.5 XML-based Query Language
We need a query language for the communication between the clients and the server.
Since MPEG-7 uses XML as its Description Definition Language (DDL), and video
representations in XML format are kept in a native XML database, it is most appro-
priate to use an XML-based query language. This language is transparent to the user,
since queries are formulated on the visual query interface. However, any client with its
own query formulation interface can convert its queries to this format and execute the
queries on the system.
Current version of BilVideo-7 does not support MPQF query language (Sec-
tion 2.2.7) since it is not possible to formulate some of the BilVideo-7 queries in MPQF
(e.g., spatial queries by location). The format of the BilVideo-7’s XML-based query
language is as follows.
<BilVideoQuery attributes =‘general query options’>
<VideoSegment attributes =‘subquery options’>
<Textual attributes =‘subquery options’>SubQuery </Textual >
<Location attributes =‘subquery options’>SubQuery </Location >
<Color attributes =‘subquery options’>SubQuery </Color >
<Texture attributes =‘subquery options’>SubQuery </Texture>
<Shape attributes =‘subquery options’>SubQuery </Shape >
<Motion attributes =‘subquery options’>SubQuery </Motion>
</VideoSegment >
<VideoSegment attributes =‘subquery options’>
SubQuery
</VideoSegment >
...
...
<Spatial attributes =‘subquery options’>SubQuery </Spatial>
<Temporal attributes =‘subquery options’>SubQuery </Temporal >
<TOC attributes =‘subquery options’>SubQuery </TOC>
<XQUERY>SubQuery </XQUERY>
</BilVideoQuery >
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As shown above, the query may consist of a list of VideoSegments along with
their descriptors and Spatial and/or Temporal queries, if any, or a single TOC (Video
Table of Contents) or XQuery query. The Spatial and Temporal queries references the
VideoSegments already described by their unique segment IDs. Note that our XML-
based query language is very similar to MPQF.
4.6 Query Processing Server
The query processing server accepts incoming clients and replies to their queries. First,
it parses the queries that are in XML format into subqueries which are composed of
a single query video segment and a single descriptor, e.g., a Keyframe with Color
Structure Descriptor (CSD), a Moving Region with Region Shape Descriptor (RSD).
Then, it retrieves the required data from the XML database using XQuery, executes
each subquery and fuses the results of all subqueries to obtain a single list of video
segments as the query result. Finally, it ranks the video segments in the query result
according to their similarities to the query and sends the result back to the originating
client. Chapter 5 is dedicated to discuss the query processing in detail.
Chapter 5
Query Processing
This chapter focuses on query processing on the BilVideo-7 Query Processing Server.
We first describe the multi-threaded query execution architecture, then give the details
of how different types of queries are processed, and finally explain the subquery result
fusion strategy that enables complex queries.
5.1 Overview
BilVideo-7 clients connect to the query processing server to execute their queries. The
query processing server is a multi-threaded server side component that listens to a
configured TCP port, accepts incoming clients and processes their queries (Figure 4.1).
Clients send their queries in the XML-based BilVideoQuery format (see Section 4.5)
and receive query results in XML-based BilVideoResult format, which contains a list
of video segments (video name, start time, end time) in ranked order.
Definition 5.1.1 (Simple Query). A query is a simple query if it contains only one
query segment with only one descriptor.
For example, a Shot with GoF, a Keyframe with HTD, a Moving Region with CSD
queries are all simple queries.
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Definition 5.1.2 (Composite Query). A query is a composite query if it contains mul-
tiple query segments or multiple descriptors.
For example, a Shot with GoF + MAc, a Keyframe with SCD + EHD + text, a Still
Region and a Moving Region with spatial relation queries are all composite queries.
The query in Figure 5.2 is also a composite query.
5.2 Multi-threaded Query Execution
The query processing server receives queries in XML-based BilVideoQuery format
from the clients and parses each incoming query into subqueries, which are simple
queries (see Definition 5.1.1). Then, it executes the subqueries in a multi-threaded
fashion, with one thread for each type of subquery, as shown in Figure 5.3. Queries
with the same subquery type (e.g., color) are accumulated in a queue and executed on
a first-in-first-out (FIFO) basis. For example, subqueries for color descriptors (CSD,
SCD, DCD, etc.) are added to the end of the queue of Color Query Executor thread
and executed in this order. This is the current implementation in BilVideo-7, however,
other possibilities of multi-threaded query processing also exist, such as a separate
thread for each type of descriptor, in which case the number of threads will be much
higher.
One XQuery is formed and executed on the XML database for each subquery, con-
sisting of a single video segment and a single descriptor (e.g., Keyframe with CSD).
The XML database returns the XQuery results in XML format, which are parsed to
extract the actual data (the descriptors). The descriptors undergo further processing for
distance/similarity computation to obtain the subquery result. If there are spatial rela-
tion queries between Still/Moving Regions, and/or temporal relation queries between
video segments (Shot, Keyframe, Still/Moving Region), they are executed after the
execution of the subqueries related to the high/low-level descriptions of the video seg-
ments. Subquery results must be fused to obtain the final query result; this is discussed
in Section 5.3.
An illustrative query example, as formulated on the client visual query interface,
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Figure 5.1: Subquery results are fused in a bottom-up manner. Each node has an
associated weight and threshold. The similarity of a video segment at each node is
computed as the weighted average of the similarities of its children.
is shown in Figure 5.2. This is a composite query having three video segments (one
Keyframe, one Still Region and one Moving Region) with various descriptors. When
the user presses the “Search” button on the Composite Query Interface (Figure 4.9), the
specified descriptors are extracted from the Keyframe, Still Region and Moving Region
and using the other query options (weights, thresholds, etc.) the query is assembled
into an XML string and sent to the server. The query processing server parses this
query into 6 (simple) subqueries: (1) Still Region with HTD, (2) Keyframe with DCD,
(3) Keyframe with CSD, (4) Keyframe with text, (5) Moving Region with CSD, (6)
Moving Region with MTr. Then, the query processing proceeds as described in the
previous paragraph and in the following sections.
5.2.1 Similarity Computation
Textual queries are the easiest to execute since the XML database can handle textual
queries and no further processing is needed for the similarity computation. However,
the database cannot handle the similarity queries for low-level descriptors. That is,
the similarity between the descriptors in a query and the descriptors in the database
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cannot be computed by the database. Therefore, the corresponding query execution
thread retrieves the relevant descriptors from the database for the video segment in the
subquery (e.g., CSD for Keyframes) and computes their distances to the query.
The distance measures suggested by MPEG-7 authors for each descriptor are im-
plemented in MPEG-7 XM Reference Software [33] but they are not normative, i.e.,
any other suitable distance measure can also be used without breaking the MPEG-7
compatibility of the system. An evaluation of distance measures for a set of MPEG-7
descriptors [56] shows that although there are better distance measures such as pat-
tern difference and Meehl index, the distance measures recommended by MPEG-7 are
among the best. Therefore, we adapted the distance measures from the XM Reference
Software implementation. In the following sections, we summarize the adapted dis-
tance metrics. More detailed information on MPEG-7 distance measures can be found
in [6, 33, 56].
The user specifies a set of weights and thresholds at query formulation time. If the
computed distance for a video segment in the database is greater than the user-specified
distance threshold for the query video segment and descriptor (e.g., for Keyframe with
CSD, if d(Q,D)/dmax > TKey f rame,CSD), that segment is discarded. Otherwise, the sim-
ilarity, s(Q,D), between two descriptors Q and D is computed as
s(Q,D) = 1−d(Q,D)/dmax, 0≤ s(Q,D)≤ 1.0
where d(Q,D) is the distance between descriptors Q and D, dmax is the maximum
possible distance for the type of descriptor in the computation. The maximum distance
for each descriptor is computed by taking the maximum distance from a large set of
descriptors extracted from video segments.
5.2.2 VideoTOC and Textual Query Processing
Video table of contents (VideoTOC) interface (Figure 4.3) requests (1) the video col-
lection and high-level semantic concepts in the XML database, and (2) the contents of
a video, which are retrieved from the database with XQuery and send back to the client
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in XML format.
Textual queries can be handled by the database. MPEG-7 allows the specification
of confidence scores for text annotations which can be taken as the similarity value
during query processing if the annotation matches with the query.
5.2.3 Color, Texture, Shape Query Processing
Low-level color, texture and shape queries may originate either from the color, texture,
shape query interface (Figure 4.5) or the composite query interface (Figure 4.9). These
queries are executed by the respective color, texture and shape execution threads, which
are responsible for executing a simple subquery (e.g., Keyframe with CSD) at a time.
The distances between the descriptor in the query and the descriptors in the database
should be computed using suitable distance measures.
In the following, we briefly describe the distance measures adapted from MPEG-7
XM software for color, texture and shape descriptors. Q refers to a descriptor in the
query, D to a descriptor in the database and d is the computed distance between the
descriptors.
L1-norm is used to compute the distance between Color Structure, Scalable Color,
GoF/GoP, Region Shape descriptors.
dL1(Q,D) = ∑
i
|Q(i)−D(i)|
The distance between two Color Layout descriptors, Q= {QY,QCb,QCr} and D=
{DY,DCb,DCr}, is computed by
d(Q,D) =
√
∑
i
wyi(QYi−DYi)2+
√
∑
i
wbi(QCbi−DCbi)2+
√
∑
i
wri(QCri−DCri)2
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where the subscript i represents the zigzag-scanning order of the coefficients and
the weights (wyi, wbi, wri) are used to give more importance to the lower frequency
components of the descriptor.
The distance between two Dominant Color descriptors Q and D (without using the
spatial coherency and optional color variance) is computed by
Q ={(cqi, pqi,vqi),sq}, i = 1,2, . . . ,Nq
D ={(cd j, pd j,vd j),sd}, j = 1,2, . . . ,Nd
d2(Q,D) =
Nq
∑
i=1
p2qi +
Nd∑
j=1
p2d j−
Nq
∑
i=1
Nd∑
j=1
2aqi,d j pqi pd j
where aq,d is the similarity coefficient between two colors cq and cd ,
aq,d =


1−d(cq,cd)/dmax, d(cq,cd)≤ Tc
0, d(cq,cd)> Tc
where d(cq,cd) =
∥∥cq− cd∥∥ is the Euclidean distance between two colors cq and
cd; Tc is the maximum distance for two colors to be considered similar and dmax = αTc.
The recommended value for Tc is between 10 and 20 in CIE-LUV color space and
between 1.0 and 1.5 for α.
The distance between two Edge Histogram descriptors Q and D is computed by
adapting the L1-norm as
d(Q,D) =
79
∑
i=0
|hQ(i)−hD(i)|+5
4
∑
i=0
∣∣∣hgQ(i)−hgD(i)
∣∣∣+ 64∑
i=0
∣∣hsQ(i)−hsD(i)∣∣
where hQ(i) and hD(i) represent the histogram bin values of image Q and D, hgQ(i)
and hgD(i) for global edge histograms, and hsQ(i) and hsD(i) for semi-global edge his-
tograms.
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The distance between two Homogeneous Texture descriptors Q and D (full layer –
using both energy and energy deviation) is computed by
d(Q,D) = wdc|Q(0)−D(0)|+wstd |Q(1)−D(1)|+
RD−1
∑
n=0
AD−1
∑
m=0
we(n) |Q(n ·AD+m+2)−D(n ·AD+m+2)|+
wed(n) |Q(n ·AD+m+32)−D(n ·AD+m+32)|
where wdc, we and wed are the weights; the Radial Division, RD = 5 and Angular
Division, AD= 6. Matching with this distance metric is not scale and rotation invariant.
The distance between two Face Recognition descriptors Q and D is computed as
follows.
d(Q,D) =
47
∑
i=0
wi(Q(i)−D(i))2
For spatial position queries, Euclidean distance between the center points of ob-
jects’ MBRs is used. The definition of distance computation for Contour Shape de-
scriptor is rather long, and therefore, not included here. If multiple instances of a de-
scriptor are available for a Moving Region to account for the changes in its descriptors
throughout the shot, the distance is computed for all the instances and the minimum is
taken.
5.2.4 Motion Query Processing
Motion query execution thread handles the Motion Activity and Motion Trajectory
queries. The intensity of Motion Activity is a scalar value, therefore, the distance is
computed simply by taking the difference between two descriptor values in the query
and the database. When the spatial localization of motion activity is given, Euclidean
distance between the vectors is used.
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The distance between two object trajectories TQ and TD is computed as a weighted
average of distances between object positions dP, speeds dS and accelerations dA.
d(TQ,TD) =
wPdP(TQ,TD)+wSdS(TQ,TD)+wAdA(TQ,TD)
wP +wS +wA
dP(TQ,TD) =∑
i
(xqi− xdi)
2 +(yqi− ydi)2
∆ti
with similar definitions for dS and dA [6].
5.2.5 Spatial Query Processing
Spatial locations of Still Regions and Moving Regions are stored in the database by
their MBRs, without any preprocessing to extract and store the spatial relations be-
tween them. Therefore, spatial similarity between regions is computed at query execu-
tion time. This is computationally more expensive but it provides a more flexible and
accurate matching for spatial position and spatial relation queries.
For each Still Region or Moving Region in the query, first, queries related to the
properties of the region (textual, color, texture, shape, location, motion) are executed as
described above. Then, the resulting video segments undergo spatial query processing
to compute the spatial similarities between them.
We use the spatial similarity matching approach described in [15] because of its
efficiency and robustness. First, the vectors connecting the center points of objects’
MBRs, Qxy and Dij, are computed as shown in Figure 5.4. Then, the pairwise spatial
similarity is computed by the cosine of the angle θ between the vectors Qxy and Dij,
using vector dot product:
d(Qxy,Dij) = cosθ =
Qxy ·Dij∣∣Qxy∣∣ ∣∣Dij∣∣ , 0≤ θ≤ pi, −1≤ d(Qxy,Dij)≤+1
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The output value is in the range [-1, +1], with +1 indicating identical spatial relation
and -1 opposite spatial relation. In Figure 5.4, the spatial relation between the database
objects D1 and D3 is the most similar to the spatial relation between query objects Q1
and Q2.
The text-based spatial queries (right, left, above, below, etc.) are executed in the
same way, by converting each spatial relation query to a unit vector (Figure 5.4, left).
For instance, Qx right Qy (Qx is to the right of Qy) query is converted to a query vector
Qxy = [−1,0], from Qx to Qy.
Multiple MBRs are stored in the database for Moving Regions to keep track of
their locations. The spatial similarity is computed for all the MBRs and the maximum
similarity value is taken as the final similarity. Figure 5.5 illustrates the spatial relation
query processing between a Still Region and a Moving Region.
5.2.6 Temporal Query Processing
Temporal queries, if any, are executed after spatial queries by checking if the list of
video segments satisfies the temporal relations specified in the query. Spatial queries
implicitly enforce a temporal relation between Still and Moving Regions, since they
must co-appear on a scene for a certain time interval in the video to satisfy the spatial
relations.
5.2.7 Composite Query Processing
In Section 5.1, we defined the composite query as a query that contains multiple query
segments or multiple descriptors. When received by the query processing server, the
composite queries are decomposed into a set of ‘simple’ subqueries and executed sep-
arately. The subquery results are fused (similar to late fusion [57]) in a bottom-up
manner as explained below, in Section 5.3. This flexible query processing architecture
enables the easy formulation of complex queries.
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5.3 Fusion of Subquery Results
When multiple descriptors, possibly in different modalities, are specified for a query
video segment, each is executed as a separate subquery, resulting in a list of video
segments with similarity values. These subquery results must be fused to come up
with the final query result. This is done in a bottom-up manner as shown in Figure 5.1
and illustrated in Figure 5.6. Referencing Figure 5.1, each node in the tree has an
associated weight and a threshold, which can be specified by the user during query
formulation.
The similarity at each node is computed as the weighted average of the similari-
ties of its children and the fusion process continues upward in the tree until the final
query result is obtained. This is similar to the sum rule of combining classifier outputs,
which is shown to be more resilient to errors compared to, for instance, the product
rule [58, 59]. Moreover, this simple approach provides a very flexible query process-
ing architecture to support complex multimodal queries seamlessly and to add new
modalities and descriptors easily.
To illustrate the fusion process, consider a composite query consisting of a
Keyframe with color (CSD and DCD), texture (EHD and HTD) and text-based se-
mantic (keyword golf green) descriptors. The query processor parses this query into
5 subqueries (CSD, DCD, EHD, HTD and text), executes each and produces 5 lists
of Keyframes from database with similarity values. Then, it fuses color (CSD, DCD)
and texture (EHD, HTD) subquery results to obtain the color and texture similarities
of each Keyframe.
si,Color =
wKey f rame,CSD si,CSD+wKey f rame,DCD si,DCD
wKey f rame,CSD +wKey f rame,DCD
si,Texture =
wKey f rame,EHD si,EHD+wKey f rame,HT D si,HTD
wKey f rame,EHD +wKey f rame,HT D
where si,Color is the color similarity for the ith Keyframe, wKey f rame,CSD is the
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weight for CSD and so on. If the similarity of Keyframe i is less than the thresh-
old specified by the user, it is discarded. At this point we have 3 lists of Keyframes
having similarity values for color, texture and text. We fuse these 3 lists to obtain the
final list of Keyframes.
si =
wKey f rame,Color si,Color +wKey f rame,Texture si,Texture +wKey f rame,Text si,Text
wKey f rame,Color +wKey f rame,Texture +wKey f rame,Text
If there are also spatial or temporal relation subqueries, they are executed and sim-
ilarity values of the video segments are updated in the same way. Finally, we obtain
Nvs lists of video segments, where Nvs is the number of video segments in the query.
The final query result is obtained by fusing these lists using the same weighted average
approach as above and sorting the list in descending order of similarity.
5.4 Discussion
Multithreading provides some degree of parallel execution on multi-core processors,
and hence reduces query execution time. Query processing for a multimedia retrieval
system is computationally costly. To keep the response time of the system at interactive
rates, especially for large databases, a truly parallel system should be employed. In a
parallel architecture, each query processing node may keep the data for a subset of
descriptions (e.g., text, color, texture, shape) and execute only the relevant subqueries.
A central Query Processor can coordinate the operation of query processing nodes.
The multimodal query processing and bottom-up subquery result fusion architec-
ture make it possible to add new modalities easily. For instance, current BilVideo-7
implementation can easily be extended to support queries related to the audio content
of the videos. In such a case, audio and visual segment queries can be executed first,
and final list of video segments can be merged after temporal query processing (if
any).
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Figure 5.2: Interpretation of the input queries on the query processing server. Com-
posite queries are parsed into several subqueries, which are all simple queries.
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Figure 5.3: The framework of the query processing server. XML-based queries coming
from the clients are parsed into subqueries and each type of subquery is executed in
a separate thread. Subquery results are fused in a bottom-up manner (Figure 5.1) and
the final result is returned to the client.
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Figure 5.4: Spatial query processing by vector dot product between the vectors con-
necting centers of objects’ MBRs. In the sketch-based spatial query in the middle, the
query is represented with the vector Q12, from the center of object Q1 to the center
of object Q2. The spatial relation between the database objects D1 and D3 is the most
similar to the spatial relation between query objects Q1 and Q2. Text-based queries
(right, left, above, below, etc.) are converted to unit vectors as shown on the left.
Figure 5.5: Spatial query processing between Still and Moving Regions.
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Figure 5.6: Fusion of subquery results illustrated, for the query in Figure 5.2.
Chapter 6
From Videos to MPEG-7
Representations
This chapter discusses the issues related to how to obtain the MPEG-7 compatible
XML representations of the videos. We first present our video feature extraction and
annotation tool, BilMAT, and then explore possible ways of automatizing the process
of video-to-MPEG-7 conversion as much as possible.
6.1 Introduction
Videos should undergo an offline processing stage to obtain their MPEG-7 compat-
ible XML representations which are then stored in the database. This processing
(1) decomposes the videos into its structural and semantic building blocks (Shots,
Keyframes, Still Regions and Moving Regions) according to the adopted data model,
(2) extracts low-level descriptors from them and (3) annotates them with high-level se-
mantic concepts. The extraction of low-level descriptors (color, texture, shape, motion,
etc.) from the video segments is done automatically. What remains is the decompo-
sition into and annotation of video segments, which can be achieved in one of the
following three modes of video processing.
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• Manual processing: both video decomposition and annotation are done manu-
ally.
• Semi-automatic processing: some human assistance is required for either video
decomposition or annotation.
• Automatic processing: video decomposition and annotation are performed auto-
matically, without the need for any human help.
6.2 Semi-automatic Video Parsing
The term video parsing is borrowed from the work of Tu et al. [60], where it is used as
image parsing: decomposing an image into its constituent visual patterns and produc-
ing a scene representation in a “parsing graph” similar to parsing sentences in speech
and natural language. Likewise, video parsing is defined as the process of decompos-
ing a video into its constituent parts according to the video data model adopted. In our
case, the constituent parts are Shots, Keyframes, Still Regions and Moving Regions,
according to our data model described in Chapter 3.
There are several annotation tools in the literature. LabelMe [61, 62] is a web-based
image annotation tool to label objects in images by specifying the objects’ boundaries
with polygons and providing keyword labels. The resulting labels are stored on the
LabelMe server in XML format. Similarly, LabelMe video [63, 64] is a web-based
video annotation tool to label objects and events. The aim is to produce large amounts
of annotated ground truth image/video data that can be used in training for the recog-
nition of objects, scenes, actions, etc. The Graphical Annotation Tool (GAT) [65] is a
region-level annotation tool for images, producing MPEG-7/XML outputs. Recently,
Amazon Mechanical Turk [66, 67] has become a popular way of obtaining high-quality
ground truth annotations at a low cost, according to the annotation protocol defined by
the initiator.
MuLVAT [68] is a video annotation tool, which uses structured knowledge, in
the form of XML dictionaries, combined with a hierarchical classification scheme to
attach semantic labels to video segments at various level of granularity. There are
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also MPEG-7 compatible tools (VideoAnnEx [45], Caliph & Emir [50], M-OntoMat-
Annotizer [46], ERIC7 [49]) which were discussed in Chapter 2. None of these tools is
sufficient for the task of MPEG-7 compatible video feature extraction and annotation
in BilVideo-7, which lead us to develop a new tool, BilMAT, described next.
6.2.1 BilMAT for Semi-automatic Video Processing
BilMAT is short for Bilmedia MPEG-7 Annotation Tool. It is designed to be a generic
multimedia feature extraction and annotation tool to support image, audio and video
data. In this work, we focus on video data only. The required manual work to parse
a video consists of selecting the video segments and annotating them with a set of
high-level semantic concepts.
Figure 6.1 shows a snapshot of BilMAT while processing a video. In the figure, the
current video frame is shown at the top left, latest processed frame is at the bottom left,
latest selected region is at the top right, and selected Moving Regions along with their
trajectories are shown at the bottom right. Selected video segments along with their
annotations are shown on the right in a hierarchical tree view reflecting the structure
and showing the contents of the video.
The user loads a video along with its shot boundary information, i.e., the start
and end times of each Shot; selects which descriptors to be used to represent each
type of video segment, and then processes the video on a shot-by-shot basis. The
MPEG-7 visual descriptors (color, texture, shape, motion, localization) for the selected
video segments are computed by the tool, using the MPEG-7 feature extraction li-
brary of BilVideo-7, adapted from MPEG-7 XM Reference Software [33]. Some parts
of the feature extraction library, along with executables, are publicly available at the
BilVideo-7 website [9].
• Shot Processing. Since shot boundaries are already loaded, the only manual work
is to enter the annotations for the Shot. The tool computes the low-level descriptors
selected by the user, such as Group-of-Frame and Motion Activity descriptors, and
adds the current Shot to the list of processed Shots and displays it in the tree view
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Figure 6.1: BilMAT: Bilmedia MPEG-7 Annotation Tool.
on the right. Then, the user may proceed to further process the Shot by adding
Keyframes, Still and Moving Regions that reside in the Shot.
• Keyframe Processing. The user may select one or more Keyframes from the Shot
and annotate them with high-level descriptors. The tool computes the user-specified
low-level descriptors, such as Color Structure and Homogeneous Texture descrip-
tors, and adds the Keyframes to the Shot and displays them on the right.
• Still Region Processing. The user may select, annotate and add a set of Still Regions
for each Keyframe. The user-specified low-level descriptors, such as Dominant
Color and Scalable Color descriptors, are extracted from the selected regions.
• Moving Region Processing. Finally, the user may also select, annotate and add a
set of Moving Regions, i.e., salient objects, for each Shot. The visual appearance,
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position and MBR of the Moving Regions may change throughout the Shot, there-
fore, when a change occurs in these attributes they should be updated by the user.
The user-specified low-level descriptors, such as Region Shape and Color Struc-
ture descriptors, are extracted from the selected regions as the visual appearance
is updated. Faces in the Shot are also represented by Moving Regions with Face
Recognition Descriptor. The tool has the capability to detect and track all the faces
in the Shot, but the high-level annotations should still be provided by the user.
When processing the video is completed, the user may annotate the whole video
(provide annotations related to the content of the whole video) and save the MPEG-7
representation into an XML file. This manual processing, though tedious, provides an
accurate representation of the video, which is crucial for the effective retrieval of the
video content.
6.3 Towards Automatic Video Parsing for MPEG-7
Representation
It is not practical to use a manual tool to parse and annotate large amounts of video.
Moreover, due to human subjectivity, the video representations obtained by different
people may be quite different, leading to unpredictability during retrieval. Conse-
quently, there is a need for automatic tools for video parsing and annotation. In the
following sections, we propose methods in an effort to automatize the whole process
as much as possible.
The proposed methods address the automatic decomposition of the videos, and
leave the automatic annotation of the video at several granularity levels (providing Free
Text, Keyword and Structured annotations for Video, Shot, Keyframe, Still/Moving
Region) as a future work. This is still an open research problem, and to the best of our
knowledge, the problem of video annotation at several granularity levels, as described,
has not yet been addressed in the literature.
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6.3.1 Temporal Video Segmentation
Temporal video segmentation aims to decompose a video temporally into its con-
stituent parts. In our case, these constituent parts are Shots and Keyframes.
6.3.1.1 Shot Boundary Detection
Shot boundary detection (SBD) is the process of automatically detecting the bound-
aries between Shots in a video, and the research in this field can be considered to be
mature. Several methods have been proposed for Shot boundary and scene change de-
tection [69, 70, 71]. SBD was one of the tracks of activity within the annual TRECVid
benchmarking between 2001 and 2007. The wide range of techniques used by the
participants and performance comparisons are presented in [71]. These methods use
various features to measure the similarity between frames; for example, color his-
tograms, edge information, motion information, keypoint matching, or a combination
of these features. In [72], a local keypoint matching algorithm is presented to detect the
Shot changes using a so-called color context histogram (CCH) [73] feature computed
around Harris corner points [74].
Abrupt shot transitions are usually easy to detect since the distance between con-
secutive frames has a high peak value at the transition (Figure 6.2-(a)), and this can
be detected by a simple thresholding approach. On the other hand, gradual transitions
are harder to detect, and it is not enough to measure just the distance between the con-
secutive frames since they take longer, the variation of inter-frame distances is more
smooth and the peak value is much lower. Therefore, it is common to use two different
thresholds to detect both the abrupt and gradual transitions.
Considering the characteristics of abrupt and gradual shot transitions, we developed
a two-pass, graph-based shot boundary detection algorithm, inspired from the graph-
based image segmentation algorithm proposed by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher. In
this image segmentation algorithm, an undirected graph G= (V,E) is constructed from
the input image; each pixel is a vertex v ∈V and is connected to the neighboring pixels
with edges having edge weights w(vi,v j). Edge weights are the distances between the
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pixels.
As shown in Algorithm 6.1, the edges are first sorted into nondecreasing weight
order. Then, edges are processed in this sorted order; two components are merged if
the edge weight is less than a threshold, which is updated after each merge operation
based on an input parameter k and the weight of the edge connecting the recently
merged components. Hence, the algorithm merges the most similar components first
(greedy decision), i.e., the components that are connected by edges with the smallest
weights, and the merge operation continues as long as the weights are smaller than
the dynamically updated thresholds. The output is a disjoint set forest, in which each
disjoint set corresponds to a connected component in the image. The algorithm is fast
and it uses union-by-rank and path compression heuristics for disjoint set operations
to further improve the running time.
We adapted our shot boundary detection algorithm from this segmentation algo-
rithm by constructing an undirected graph G = (V,E) from the video frames; each
frame F is a vertex v ∈V and edge weights are computed as the distances between the
frames, w(vi,v j) = d(Fi,Fj). Figure 6.2-(a) shows the variation of inter-frame CSD
distances (edge weights) throughout a video containing two abrupt and three gradual
shot transitions. As discussed above, abrupt shot transitions are usually easy to detect,
while gradual transitions need special treatment. Therefore, we apply a two-pass seg-
mentation with different k values and different distance measures for the computation
of the edge weights. In the first pass, we detect the abrupt transitions having large
peak values at the transitions. We perform the the second pass over all the segments
obtained in the first pass, to detect the gradual transitions.
In the first pass, we construct an undirected graph G = (V,E) from all the video
frames; the edge weights are the distances between the consecutive video frames,
w(vi,vi+1) = d(Fi,Fi+1). Then, we segment the graph G using Algorithm 6.1 with
a large k value (e.g., 10). The output of the first pass is a set of video segments delin-
eated by abrupt transitions. These segments may contain gradual transitions, which are
detected in the second pass of our algorithm. For each of these segments, we construct
a new undirected graph G′ = (V ′,E ′) whose vertices consist of the frames in one of the
segments and edge weights are computed as a weighted average of distances between
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Algorithm 6.1 EGBS(G, k, c): Efficient graph-based segmentation
G: input graph to be segmented, G = (V,E)
k: input parameter, larger k results in larger components
c: minimum size of a component to be output
/* initialize |V | sets sets of size 1 */
for each v ∈V do
MAKE-SET(v)
end for
/* initialize threshold values */
for each v ∈V do
threshold[v]← k
end for
sort edges E in non-decreasing weight order
/* go over the edges in sorted order */
for each edge(vi,v j) ∈ E do
u1← FIND-SET(vi)
u2← FIND-SET(v j)
if u1 6= u2 and w(vi,v j)≤ threshold[u1] and w(vi,v j)≤ threshold[u2] then
UNION(u1, u2)
u← FIND-SET(u1)
/* |C| : size of the new set after the union operation */
threshold[u]← w(vi,v j)+ k/|C|
end if
end for
/* postprocessing: eliminate components smaller than c */
/* go over the edges in sorted order */
for each edge(vi,v j) ∈ E do
u1← FIND-SET(vi)
u2← FIND-SET(v j)
if u1 6= u2 and (size(u1) ≤ c or size(u2) ≤ c) then
UNION(u1, u2)
end if
end for
frames on a neighborhood W :
d(Fi,Fi+1) =
∑ j=+Wj=−W (1j )d(Fi,Fi+ j)
∑ j=+Wj=−W 1j
, j 6= 0, 1≤ i+ j ≤ N
where, N is the number of frames in the segment, and the distance between frames
Fi and Fi+1 is computed by the weighted average of the distances considering W frames
preceding and succeeding frame Fi. Figure 6.2-(b) shows the variation of CSD dis-
tances throughout a video (the same video as in Figure 6.2-(a)) using this weighted
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average distance approach for W = 3 and W = 5. Note that this graph is obtained us-
ing the whole video sequence in the distance computation rather than the individual
segments obtained in the first pass; this is shown in Figure 6.2-(c); therefore, the graph
in Figure 6.2-(c) does not contain the abrupt transitions.
We see that, using this type of distance measurement amplifies the distances at
the gradual transitions (second, third and fourth transitions in the figure) while it
smoothens the abrupt transitions (first and fifth transitions in the figure). This is why
we detect the abrupt transitions in the first pass using only the inter-frame distance
between the consecutive frames, since, this way we can determine the transition points
more accurately.
Finally, we segment the graph G′ for each segment using again Algorithm 6.1 with
a small k value (e.g., 0.5). The output of this second pass is a set of video segments
(Shots) delineated by gradual transitions. As a result, we obtain both the abrupt and
gradual transitions using a two-pass algorithm.
6.3.1.2 Keyframe Selection
The aim of Keyframe selection is to obtain a set of frames that covers all aspects of a
video sequence as much as possible. It is common to represent a Shot with a single
Keyframe, the frame in the middle of the Shot. This causes considerable information
loss for Shots containing strong camera motion and scene activity, which is why mul-
tiple Keyframes are usually needed for each Shot. Another straightforward approach
is to uniformly sample the video sequence with a certain frame rate [75], but this may
lead to redundancy.
The most common approach to Keyframe selection is to cluster the frames from
the Shots based on their low level features such as color and texture, and choose the
frames closest to cluster centroids as Keyframes [75, 76, 77, 78].
In a video indexing and retrieval setting, the aim is to store just enough number
of Keyframes to represent a Shot. Storing fewer Keyframes adversely affects the re-
trieval performance, but is good for retrieval speed, since fewer Keyframes will be
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considered during query processing time. Storing many Keyframes per Shot has the
opposite effect. Therefore, we take a clustering approach to strike a balance between
representation detail and retrieval speed.
We cluster the frames in a Shot with respect to their low-level MPEG-7 descriptors
(CSD, HTD) to account for the variations in the visual appearance and also keep the
number of selected Keyframes as low as possible. We employ an incremental K-means
algorithm for clustering [79, 80], as summarized in Algorithm 6.2. We process each
frame in its temporal order; if its distance to the current cluster is below a threshold,
it is added to the cluster and the cluster centroid is updated. Otherwise, a new cluster
is formed. At the end of processing a Shot, we obtain a set of clusters with non-
overlapping frames. The clusters are taken as the Keysegments and the centroid frame
of each cluster is selected as the Keyframe (Figure 6.3-(a)).
Figure 6.3-(b) shows Keyframe samples selected by the incremental k-means algo-
rithm described above. Color (CSD), texture (HTD) and a combination of color and
texture (CSD + HTD) are used as low-level descriptors to represent the frames. The
distances are normalized to [0.0, 1.0] as described before, and a threshold value of 0.1
is used in the examples given. The value of the threshold can be used to adjust the
number of Keyframes selected; a smaller threshold for a larger number of Keyframes
and vice versa. Using CSD and HTD together, with a threshold value of 0.1, results in
perceptually good Keyframes, as also demonstrated by the selected Keyframes in the
figure.
6.3.2 Spatial Segmentation for Still Regions
In BilVideo-7 data model, Still Regions are intended to represent the background re-
gions, which usually constitute a large portion of the scenes. For example, regions cor-
responding to sky, greenery, grass, sea and forest are all good candidates for Still Re-
gions. In contrast to Moving Regions, we do not need a very accurate boundary/shape
information for such regions, since queries related to background regions will usually
be related to color, texture and possibly a coarse position information. As a result, after
selecting a set of Keyframes from a Shot, a coarse segmentation of each Keyframe will
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Algorithm 6.2 Keyframe Selection(V S, T )
V S: input video sequence (Shot) having N frames, V S = {F1,F2, . . . ,FN}
T : threshold for starting a new cluster, 0 < T ≤ 1.0
/* initialize */
KS← /0 /* Keysegments */
KF ← /0 /* Keyframes */
C← F1 /* Current cluster */
/* go over all the frames Fi . . .FN in their temporal order */
for i = 1 to N do
/* compute the distance to the centroid of the current cluster */
d← distance(Fi, centroid(C))
if (d < T ) then
C←C ∪Fi /* Add this frame to the current cluster */
update the centroid of cluster C
else /* New cluster */
KS← KS ∪C /* Update Keysegments */
KF ← KF ∪ centroid(C) /* Update Keyframes */
C← Fi /* Start a new cluster */
end if
end for
be sufficient for our purposes. Then, the largest regions in the segmentation, possibly
with an area above a certain threshold (e.g., 20% of the frame area), can be chosen as
the representative Still Regions. Next, we review some of the well-known segmenta-
tion algorithms that can be utilized for this task.
Object segmentation is used to identify regions of interest in a scene and is one of
the most challenging tasks in image/video processing. It serves as the key technique
in many applications, including content-based indexing and retrieval, compression,
recognition, event analysis, understanding, video surveillance, intelligent transporta-
tion systems, and so on. The problem of unsupervised image/video object segmenta-
tion is ill-defined because semantic objects do not usually correspond to homogeneous
spatio-temporal regions in color, texture, or motion. Therefore, the segmented objects
are often not consistent with human visual perception. Consequently, practical appli-
cation of these algorithms is normally limited to region segmentation rather than object
segmentation [81].
There is a large literature on spatial image segmentation ranging from graph-
based methods, region merging techniques and graph cuts to spectral methods. In
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Blobworld [82], segmentation is obtained by clustering pixels in a joint color-texture-
position feature space using Expectation Maximization (EM). In [83], the authors con-
struct an edge flow graph based on detected edges, and use the graph to find objects
in the scene. Normalized Cuts [84] algorithm constructs a graph from the image; each
node (pixel) has an edge to all other nodes (pixels). The segmentation is obtained
by finding the normalized cuts of the graph. It is one of the most successful image
segmentation algorithms in literature but it is computationally costly.
In JSEG algorithm [85], images are first quantized to several representative classes.
Then, each pixel is replaced by its representative class label. By applying a “good”
segmentation criterion to local windows, a “J-image” is produced. Finally, a region
growing approach is used to segment the image based on multi-scale J-images. It is
also applied to video sequences with an additional region tracking scheme and shown
to be robust on real images and video.
An efficient graph-based segmentation (EGBS) is proposed in [86]. It runs in time
linearly with the number of graph edges and is much faster than the Normalized Cuts
algorithm. It constructs a graph, in which each pixel is a vertex and is connected to
the neighboring pixels. It is a greedy algorithm and works by first sorting the edges in
increasing order of weight and then processing the edges in this order in the segmenta-
tion of the graph. Finally, a disjoint set forest (DSF) is obtained; each set corresponds
to one component in the image.
Nock and Nielsen proposed a fast segmentation algorithm, called statistical region
merging (SRM), based on statistical properties of color images [87]. The approach
takes into account expected homogeneity and separability properties of image objects
to obtain the final segmentation through region merging. It is unsupervised and well
suited to noisy images, while the method presented in [88] requires some user as-
sistance. The algorithm has an input parameter Q ∈ {1,2, ...,255} for the statistical
complexity of the scene to segment. The smaller the value of Q , the coarser the seg-
mentation. It is hence possible to control the coarseness of the segmentation and build
a hierarchy of coarse-to-fine (multiscale) segmentations of an image.
Among the good segmentation algorithms reviewed above, we selected the
JSEG [85], EGBS [86] and SRM [87] and assembled them into a segmentation library
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using OpenCV [89]. Using this library we developed a segmentation tool, BilSEG
(Figure 6.4), to explore the effects of preprocessing/filtering, color space and segmen-
tation parameters on these algorithms. Using the tool, a cascade of various filters
(median, Gaussian, mean shift, bilateral, etc.) can be applied to the input image prior
to segmentation, and various color spaces (RGB, HSV, CIE Lab, CIE LUV, YCbCr)
can be used for the input image (JSEG uses LUV color space).
We observed that JSEG and SRM are good candidates for Still Region segmenta-
tion, while EGBS tends to produce oversegmentation (splitting the image into many
small regions), especially on textured images. In terms of speed, JSEG is 5-6 times
slower than SRM and EGBS, and EGBS is a bit faster than SRM. Figure 6.5 shows
example segmentations using JSEG (region merging threshold 0.6) and SRM (Q value
10). We favor SRM for Still Region segmentation for its speed and better control of
hierarchy of coarse-to-fine segmentation by tuning the value of Q. A Q value of around
10 is appropriate for our purposes.
In some cases, large regions may belong to salient objects (Moving Regions) in
the scene, e.g., the flower in Figure 6.5. To avoid redundancy (storing the same region
as both Still and Moving Region), the output of Moving Region segmentation can be
used to exclude such regions.
6.3.3 Segmentation for Moving Regions
In BilVideo-7 data model, Moving Regions are intended to represent the salient objects
in the Shots. Salient objects are the most prominent objects that the users might want
to perform more detailed queries about, compared to other less important objects in
the scene. In the following, we first review the literature on saliency, and then focus on
how to employ saliency analysis within the context of video indexing and retrieval.
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6.3.3.1 Saliency
In the literature, salient objects are defined as the visually distinguishable, conspicuous
image components that attract our attention at the first glance, as in Figure 6.6. These
are usually high contrast regions, or regions with significantly different appearance
compared to their surroundings. Detection of salient regions is also referred to as
image attention analysis.
The first remarkable work on saliency is by Itti et al. [90]. It combines multiscale
image features into a single topographical saliency map. Using this map and a dy-
namic neural network, the attended image locations are selected in order of decreasing
saliency. In [91], a saliency map is generated based on local contrast analysis, then a
fuzzy growing method is used to extract attended areas or objects from the saliency
map by simulating human perception.
In [92], the authors propose a salient object extraction method by a contrast map
using three features (luminance, color and orientation), and salient points for object-
based image retrieval. The work in [93] investigates empirically to what extent pure
bottom-up attention can extract useful information about the location, size and shape
of objects from images and demonstrates how this information can be utilized to enable
unsupervised learning of objects from unlabeled images. In [94], image segmentation
is formulated as the identification of single perceptually most salient structure in the
image.
In [95], the authors try to obtain OOI (Object-of-Interest) segmentation of natural
images into background and a salient foreground by region merging within a selected
attention window based on saliency maps and saliency points from the image. In [96],
the log spectrum of each image is analyzed to obtain the spectral residual, which is
transformed into spatial domain to obtain the saliency map which in turn indicates the
positions of proto-objects. In [97], salient object detection is formulated as an image
segmentation problem, in which the salient object is separated from the image back-
ground. A set of novel features are proposed: multi-scale contrast, center-surround
histogram, and color spatial distribution to describe a salient object locally, regionally,
and globally. A Conditional Random Field (CRF) is learned using a human labeled set
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of training images to effectively combine these features for salient object detection.
There has been little work on salient object detection in video, taking into account
the valuable motion information. The model proposed in [98] predicts the saliency of
a spatio-temporal event based on the information it contains. The joint spatial and tem-
poral conditional probability distributions of spatio-temporal events are modeled and
their spatio-temporal saliencies are computed in an integrated way. Motion channels
are added to intensity-based saliency maps in [99]. The authors argue that addition
of motion information, as they described, did not improve the performance. In [100],
spatial and temporal saliency maps are fused to compute a spatio-temporal saliency
map. The spatio-temporal saliency framework described in [101] combines spatial
feature detection, feature tracking and motion prediction in order to generate a spatio-
temporal saliency map to differentiate predictable and unpredictable motions in video.
6.3.3.2 Saliency for Moving Regions
For a video/image object, the notion of being salient or not is a subjective matter;
different people may select different objects from the same content. Elazary and Itti
claim that selecting interesting objects in a scene is largely constrained by low-level
visual properties rather than solely determined by high-level object recognition or cog-
nitive processes [102]. The authors support this claim by analyzing the selected objects
in LabelMe image database to evaluate how often interesting objects are among the
few most salient locations predicted by a computational model of bottom-up attention.
From this work, we can conclude that low-level visual features can be employed to
determine the salient objects, at least to some degree.
In contrast to pixel-based saliency map approaches reviewed above, we take a
segmentation-based approach to determine the salient objects/regions with the aim of
obtaining the boundaries of objects better. Next, we list the characteristics of video
objects that make them perceived as salient by a human observer [103, 104, 105]. We
also suggest possible features that may be used to discriminate such objects from the
others or from the background.
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1. In videos, objects in camera focus are usually important (e.g., a speaking head
in the middle). Objects in camera focus have higher contrast and sharper edges
compared to the background. This can be measured using region variance, en-
tropy, and edge strength on the region boundary.
2. Visually conspicuous regions are salient. This is indicated by how different the
region is from its surrounding and from the rest of the scene, and hence can
be measured by inter-regional contrast on specific features (e.g., color, texture,
motion).
3. Moving objects may be important (e.g., walking person, sailing boat); hence
velocity is an important clue.
4. Too large, too small, too long/thin regions are usually not important. For exam-
ple, large regions are mostly background. This suggests using area and shape
features.
5. Salient objects should be consistent; they should appear in most of the frames
within a Shot (e.g., at least 10% of the frames in the Shot).
Using these characteristics, we compute the following features for each region and
obtain a feature vector of length 18. We obtain the segmentations of each frame in a
Shot using the JSEG algorithm (see Section 6.3.2). These features are easy to compute
once the segmentation of a frame is available.
1. Regional color, shape, texture and motion features
• Region color variance (maximum of 3 RGB channels) and entropy (from
grayscale image)
Given a region R and a descriptor D that takes on values {d1, . . . ,dr} (e.g.,
in an 8-bit grayscale image, D is from 0 to 255), the regional entropy is
defined as
HD,R =−∑
i
PD,R(di) log2 PD,R(di) (6.1)
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where PD,R(di) is the probability of descriptor D taking the value di in the
region R as described in [106].
• Average region velocities in X and Y directions computed by optical flow
between successive frames
• Region area & shape properties: ratio of region area to frame area, aspect
ratio, ratio of region area to MBR area (compactness)
2. Inter-regional features
• Local & global contrast: sum of difference of mean color, variance, en-
tropy, velocity of a region from its neighbors, and from all other regions,
weighted by region areas (Figure 6.7).
For a region A, the contrast features (CA) are computed as,
CA = ∑
X
wX |FA−FX | (6.2)
where F is a color, texture or motion feature, w is a weight reflecting the
effect of how large the region X is. For local contrast, X is any region
neighboring region A; for global contrast, X represents all the remaining
regions.
• Boundary edge strength.
6.3.3.3 Classification and Tracking of Moving Regions
We collected 300+ positive/negative salient region examples, computed the above-
mentioned features, normalized them to zero mean and unit variance, and trained a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [107, 108, 109]. Using this SVM, we classify each
region as being salient or not. For each salient region, the distance to the separating hy-
perplane returned by the SVM is assigned as the saliency score. The higher the score,
the more salient the region. We rank the regions according to this score and select the
first N regions. This parameter can be used to tune the detection precision & recall of
the system. The number of salient regions as detected by SVM can be zero or more,
hence our system can say that there is no salient region in a frame.
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We need to track each salient region throughout the Shot for consistency check
and also for trajectory information, which is stored in the database. The literature on
tracking is broad [110, 111, 112, 113]. Tracking algorithms assume that the object
to be tracked is given as input, which is not a valid assumption if the system is fully
automatic and should both detect and track the objects without any user assistance.
Therefore, we take an approach similar to the saliency-based discriminant tracking
approach [114] in the sense that the target is detected in each frame using saliency
analysis and hence tracked.
We keep a list of tracked salient regions within each Shot. In each frame, we try to
find a match for each tracked region by first imposing position and shape constraints
and then checking color histogram distance between the regions. At the end of pro-
cessing a Shot, if a region appeared less than a threshold (10% of the frames in a
Shot), it does not qualify as a salient region. This threshold can also be used to tune
the detection precision & recall.
6.3.3.4 Results and Discussion
We tested our system on several video sequences with length hundreds of frames each.
Figure 6.8 shows example detections of varying quality. If the frames are easy to seg-
ment, so that the segmentation quality is satisfactory, the resulting detections are good.
In an example opposite case, as shown in the first row, second image of Figure 6.8, the
walking person could not be correctly detected due to poor segmentation.
We compared the performance of our system with one of the leading saliency
model (SM) [90] approaches, whose MATLAB implementation is freely available
at [115]. The SM approach is developed for images; therefore, we extracted Keyframes
from each Shot and run the MATLAB implementation on the Keyframes. Figure 6.9
shows detection examples by the two methods. We limited N to 5 in the experiments.
In most cases, our approach performs much better in terms of human visual percep-
tion and in terms of our definition of saliency. We also computed the precision-recall
values of the two systems on 2 test video sequences with a total of 668 frames and
evaluated the first 5 detections as correct/wrong/missed. The precision-recall graph in
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Figure 6.10 indicates that our system is better in detecting the salient regions.
Our approach achieves good detection at region level, but when the objects are not
homogeneous in color/texture, it fails to capture the objects as a whole (e.g., golfer in
Figure 6.8, second row, second column), since the unsupervised segmentation algo-
rithm cannot handle such cases. This is still an open research problem. Our current
work focuses on using color, texture, motion and saliency cues synergetically to re-
cover the salient objects as a whole. A recent work by Alexe et al. [116] is a good step
forward in this direction.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.2: Shot boundary detection, CSD distance for a video sequence having two
abrupt and three gradual shot transitions. (a) Inter-frame distances between consecu-
tive frames and shot boundaries, (b) weighted inter-frame distance on a neighborhood,
(c) the same distance as in (b) for the three segments delineated by abrupt transitions.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.3: (a) Keyframe selection, (b) Keyframe examples. Frame numbers according
to the start of the Shot are shown at the bottom of each image. CSD, HTD, CSD + HTD
are the low-level descriptors used to select each group of Keyframes.
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Figure 6.4: BilSEG: BilVideo-7 Segmentation Utility. Input image is shown at the top
left, filtered image at the bottom left, the last two segmentations on the right.
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Figure 6.5: Segmentation examples using JSEG [85] and SRM [87].
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Figure 6.6: Salient objects are visually distinguishable, conspicuous image compo-
nents that attract our attention at the first glance.
Figure 6.7: Computing the contrast features for a region. Top: original video frame,
left: local contrast measuring how different a region is from its surrounding, right:
global contrast, measuring how different a region is from the rest of the frame.
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Figure 6.8: Example salient region detections. Numbers within rectangles show the
rank of saliency for the enclosed region.
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Figure 6.9: Visual comparison of first 5 detections. Left: SM, right: our approach.
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Figure 6.10: Precision-recall graph for the detection of first 5 salient regions, compar-
ing our approach with SM [90].
Chapter 7
Experiments
7.1 Implementation Details
The system is implemented in C++. Graphical user interfaces are created with open-
source, cross-platform C++ GUI library wxWidgets [117]. Open Source Computer Vi-
sion Library (OpenCV) [89] and FFmpeg [118] are used to handle (read, decode, copy,
save, etc.) the image and video data. The MPEG-7 compatible video feature extraction
and annotation tool uses the MPEG-7 feature extraction library (partly available online
at [9]) that we adapted from the MPEG-7 XM Reference Software [33]. XML data is
handled with open-source Xerces-C++ XML Parser library [119]. Finally, Tamino [53]
is used as the native XML database to store the MPEG-7 XML descriptions of videos.
The system can use any XML database that supports XQuery.
7.2 Data Set
In this section, we present some example queries performed on a video data set con-
sisting of 14 video sequences with 25 thousand frames from TRECVid 2004 and
2008 data sets [120], consisting of news, documentary, educational and archiving pro-
gram videos. We obtained the MPEG-7 representations of the videos manually with
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our MPEG-7 compatible video feature extraction and annotation tool, BilMAT (Sec-
tion 6.2.1).
7.3 Sample Queries
Three spatial queries are shown in Figure 7.1. The first query at the top searches for the
video segments in which a golfer is above a golf cart, formulated as a text-based spatial
relation query, “golfer above golf cart”. The system successfully returns three relevant
video segments that exactly match the spatial query condition. The fourth result con-
tains a “golfer” but no “golf cart” and spatial condition is not satisfied. Therefore, its
rank is lower than the first three.
The second query in the middle, “Clinton left Blair”, is sketch-based. The spatial
query condition is satisfied exactly in the first two video segments returned, while
it is not satisfied in the last two, but “Clinton” and “Blair” appear together. This is
a desirable result of our bottom-up fusion algorithm; as the number of satisfied query
conditions for a video segment decreases the video segment’s similarity also decreases,
ranking lower in the query result. As a result, the ranking approach is effective and it
produces query results that are close to our perception. The third query at the bottom
is a sketch-based spatial query containing three objects. This query is also handled
successfully. There is no limit on the number of objects in the sketch-based query
interface.
Several low-level queries are shown in Figure 7.2. In the image-based query (a),
query image is represented by CSD and DCD descriptors and searched in Keyframes.
Three region-based low-level queries are shown in Figure 7.2-(b). The first query
searches for an anchorman by providing the region shown on the left, specifying CSD
as the descriptor and searching in Moving Regions (salient objects). The last two
region-based queries searches for a face by providing a face region and specifying CSD
+ RSD and FRD as the descriptors respectively. Figure 7.2-(c) shows a video sequence
based query using the GoF descriptor. All query results are satisfactory considering
the input video segments and the types of descriptors used.
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Figure 7.3 shows three motion trajectory queries. The first query searches for ob-
jects moving from left to right, by plotting a set of trajectory points with the mouse.
The second query elaborates on the first query by providing the color information of
the moving query object as well (by inputting a pink region which is selected from an
image); this results in promoting the video segment having the specified color infor-
mation to a higher rank. The last query searches for video segments containing two
objects moving to each other from the left and right of the scene to meet in the mid-
dle. As illustrated by these examples, the queries may contain any number of objects
with any number of suitable descriptors, which demonstrates the querying power of
the system.
Figure 7.4 shows various composite queries, in which high-level semantics in the
form of keyword annotations and low-level descriptors (DCD, CSD, EHD, RSD, MTr,
etc.) are used together to describe the query video segments. In the first composite
query, the Keyframe is represented with DCD and golf green; the Moving Region is
represented with CSD, RSD and golfer. The second query is similar to the first one; the
Keyframe is represented with CSD and the Moving Region is represented with CSD,
RSD and MTr. Hence, the inclusion of motion trajectory information in the query
specification is reflected in the query result.
In the third composite query, two Still Regions at the top and at the bottom are
represented with CSD and EHD. The Moving Region in the middle is represented with
semantic concepts airplane or boat or helicopter. Finally, the composite query at the
bottom searches for a scene, in which there is one Moving Region represented with
CSD and horse, and one Still Region represented with only green or grass. Again,
the queries are handled successfully and the result rankings are in agreement with our
expectations.
Using such composite queries, the user can access video segments having any spe-
cific composition described in the query. The number and type of video segments in
the query, as well as the descriptors used to describe them are not limited. This makes
the composite queries very flexible and powerful, enabling the user to formulate very
complex queries easily. To our knowledge, our system is unique in supporting such
complex queries.
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Table 7.1: Query execution times (in seconds) for different types of queries. Query
processing server and Tamino XML database are installed on a notebook PC with Intel
Core 2, dual-core 2.0 GHz processors and 2.0 GB of RAM, running Windows XP. The
client connects to the server and executes the queries described in the table.
Query type Description Execution
(Segments and descriptors) time (sec)
Textual query Keyframe (keyword) 0.125
Textual query Moving Region (keyword) 0.125
Textual query Keyframe (keyword), 0.188
Moving Region (keyword)
Color query Keyframe (CSD) 0.141
Texture query Keyframe (HTD) 0.125
Color + Texture query Keyframe (CSD+HTD) 0.172
Shape query Moving Region (RSD) 0.156
Spatial query Text-based, 2 Still Regions 0.172
Spatial query Text-based, 2 Moving Regions 0.187
Spatial query Sketch-based, 2 Moving Regions 0.187
Composite query Keyframe (DCD+keyword), 0.438
Figure 7.4, first Moving Region (CSD+RSD+keyword)
Composite query 2 Still Regions (CSD+EHD), 0.391
Figure 7.4, third Moving Region (keyword)
7.4 Running Time
Table 7.1 presents query execution times for several queries. The execution time is
measured as the difference between the arrival and completion times of a query. The
query execution time is proportional to the number of subqueries (number of video
segments and descriptors in the query), database size (number of video segments in
the database), the size of the descriptors and the complexity of the matching algorithm
(distance measure). Note that query execution is based on exhaustive search, i.e., all
the relevant video segments in the database are processed to obtain a subquery result.
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As shown in the table, queries involving low-level descriptors take longer to exe-
cute compared to text-based queries since the distance computation between the low-
level descriptors is computationally more expensive. Spatial relation queries are fast,
although the spatial relation similarities are computed at query execution time, for flex-
ibility and accuracy of matching. Another observation is that queries involving Moving
Regions takes longer than, for instance, Still Regions. This is expected, since multiple
instances and hence multiple descriptors are stored for Moving Regions to account for
the variation in their visual appearances and locations.
The multi-threaded query processing architecture provides some degree of paral-
lelism and shortens the query execution times when the subqueries are executed in
separate threads. For instance, a Keyframe query with CSD takes 0.141 seconds and
a Keyframe query with HTD takes 0.125 seconds to execute, while a Keyframe query
with CSD and HTD descriptors takes 0.172 seconds to execute, which is less than the
serial execution times of CSD and HTD queries (0.266 seconds). This is also demon-
strated in the last two composite queries in the table.
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Query: golfer above golf cart
(a)
Query: Clinton left Blair
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.1: Spatial queries. (a) Text-based spatial relation query, “golfer above golf
cart”. (b) Sketch-based spatial relation query, “Clinton left Blair”, formulated by draw-
ing two rectangles and labeling them as Clinton and Blair. (c) Sketch-based spatial
relation query containing 3 objects.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.2: Low-level queries. (a) Image-based query, descriptors: CSD + DCD. (b)
Region-based queries, descriptors: CSD (first), CSD + RSD (second), FRD (third). (c)
Video sequence based query, descriptor: GoF.
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Figure 7.3: Trajectory query examples.
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Figure 7.4: Various composite query examples. Queries are on the left.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
We described our prototype MPEG-7 compatible video database system, BilVideo-7,
that supports different types of multimodal queries seamlessly. To our knowledge,
BilVideo-7 is the most comprehensive MPEG-7 compatible video database system
currently available, in terms of the wide range of MPEG-7 descriptors and manifold
querying options. The MPEG-7 profile used for the representation of the videos en-
ables the system to respond to complex queries with the help of the flexible query
processing and bottom-up subquery result fusion architecture. The user can formulate
very complex queries easily using the visual query interface, whose composite query
interface is novel in formulating a query by describing a video segment as a composi-
tion of several video segments along with their descriptors.
The broad functionality of the system is demonstrated with sample queries which
are handled effectively by the system. The retrieval performance depends very much
on the MPEG-7 descriptors and the distance measures used. The low-level MPEG-7
descriptors have been found effective, consistent with our observations, and therefore,
widely used by the researchers in the computer vision, pattern recognition and multi-
media retrieval communities.
The multi-threaded query execution architecture is suitable for parallelization. This
is required for video databases of realistic size to keep the response time of the system
at interactive rates. In a parallel architecture, each query processing node may keep the
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data for a subset of descriptions (e.g., text, color, texture, shape) and execute only the
relevant subqueries. A central query processor can coordinate the operation of query
processing nodes.
The major bottleneck for the system is the generation of the MPEG-7 representa-
tions of videos by manual processing, which is time consuming, error-prone and which
also suffers from human subjectivity. This hinders the construction of a video database
of realistic size. Therefore, the MPEG-7 compatible video feature extraction and anno-
tation tool should be equipped with automatic processing capabilities to reduce manual
processing time, error and human subjectivity during region selection and annotation.
Finally, an MPEG-7 compatible multimedia database system, which would also
support the representation and querying of audio and image data, can easily be built
based on the architecture of BilVideo-7. Images can be considered to be a special case
of Keyframes which are decomposed into Still Regions; therefore, an image database
system can be considered to be a subset of BilVideo-7. Audio data can be represented
similar to video, decomposing into audio shots and audio subshots and extracting the
low-level MPEG-7 audio descriptors, and query processing will be exactly the same.
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